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The engine that powers the UK economy is the commercial sector. It drives the country forward with its 
unrelenting development of globally leading products and services. It combines the best in business leadership 
with innovation and technology to ensure that UK businesses continue to be highly respected around the world.

At the heart of the commercial sector’s success is the advanced utilisation of all aspects of digital technology. 
Businesses successfully reap the benefits of technologies such as digital transformation and hybrid cloud 
technologies for significant competitive advantage. SCC, backed by over 40 years in the IT industry, knows the 
commercial sector intimately and has enabled organisations to capitalise on the benefits of these technologies 
through the provision of an enviable portfolio of IT products and services.

Irrespective of this history we continue to advance, developing new ideas, innovating and providing the next 
generation of market-leading IT products and services to the UK commercial sector.

The key to SCC’s success has been the lasting working relationships we develop with our commercial sector 
customers. We integrate ourselves into their operational processes ensuring that the robust IT solutions we 
deliver provide genuine business value.

These relationships grant us a real insight into the challenges caused by the ever evolving commercial 
landscape and demonstrate how the appropriate application of technology can provide long-lasting   
business growth.

We work with an incredibly broad portfolio of technology vendors from the major global providers through to 
niche technology specialists to ensure our solutions are perfectly tailored to the industry-specific needs of our 
customers. We understand that there is no ‘one size fits all’ solution, so our experienced and accredited subject 
matter experts, solutions architects and service teams work to develop and deliver bespoke and highly flexible 
solutions for our customers.

Our history and experience of working across a diverse range of industry sectors provides us with a detailed 
understanding of today’s business challenges. From the implementation of managed cyber security solutions 
and the need to adhere to industry and national governance legislation through to the practical implementation 
of end user compute requirements, SCC has become a trusted partner of choice for some of the UK’s most 
recognised and respected commercial organisations.

We strive to remain at the leading edge of new technologies and how their effective implementation can drive 
forward real change. In the past, this has included cloud technologies, data centre modernisation, workplace 
productivity solutions and next generation networking infrastructures. We are now embarking on introducing 
the exciting next chapter of ‘Industry 4.0’ technologies to our customers including AI, machine learning,  
5G and IoT.

The commercial sector never stands still and neither does the technology that underpins it. At SCC we want to 
continually see our customers succeed in their chosen market place through the powerful use of technology 
that we provide. That passion is the ethos on which SCC was built and it continues to drive us forward.

ADAM CLARK
NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR



Over the last decade, the Financial Services sector has been increasingly subject to greater scrutiny and 
regulatory control. The crisis of 2008 demanded a radical shift in approach towards both customers and 
operating models. Previously, companies could count on their balance sheets, product breadth, global scale, 
market-making prowess and reputation to attract clients and command price premiums. But ‘post-crisis’ 
economics and the rapid spread of digitisation have altered the competitive dynamics significantly with many 
of these earlier differentiators becoming less relevant. Whilst technology was a key early enabler to achieving 
competitive advantage, the complexity of the resulting environments has required large workforces to support 
them reducing the organisation’s agility and flexibility to react to economic changes. 

Today’s customers remain ‘informed’ and make rapid business decisions based on the evidence provided by 
the wide range of tools available to them. Agility is therefore a fundamental requirement of any successful 
business strategy. There is an urgent need to access and analyse vast amounts of available data so that 
leaders can make informed decisions. Artificial Intelligence and machine learning is now seen as essential to 
enable companies to accurately understand market pressures, business risks and to develop new products                
and services.

From a technology perspective, adoption of hybrid cloud solutions delivered as consumption based solutions, 
is seen as an essential way of supporting the rapidly changing needs of the end-user and increasing flexibility. 
It is recognised that the desire to own infrastructure has to change as we now live in a world where hybrid 
infrastructure is a necessity and systems availability is key, all whilst simultaneously maintaining   
regulatory compliance.

Future winners in the financial services industry will be those who can envision and execute business initiatives 
faster than their competitors. Much has been done already to rationalise outdated business models and to 
improve efficiencies from technology, service acquisition and people, but the vestiges of legacy operating 
models are still present even within the most mature institutions. 

At SCC we recognise the constantly changing needs of our customers. Our ethos is to put the customer at the 
heart of what we do. New technologies constantly appear and evolve and our position of independence ensures 
our investment decisions are only made to adopt new ideas and technologies when they actively support 
our customers remaining competitive. Recognising opportunities and technological innovations is simply 
not enough, but actively developing viable solutions is.

From looking at ‘challenger’ technologies to developing flexible service models, SCC provides Professional and 
Managed Services that help you understand, implement and support a modern infrastructure. The need to have 
targeted skills only when they are needed is now the norm rather than maintaining resources for ‘when’ they 
are needed. At SCC our approach is to deliver expert consultancy that is underpinned by our flexible resource  
to allow customers to meet their demand for constantly changing skills.

Our ultimate objective is to enable customers to focus on their customers and core business in the knowledge 
that we are focused on them.

NEIL BLAY 
HEAD OF COMMERCIAL - CITY



A Turbulent Business Landscape

Powerful forces are transforming the financial services industry. Growth remains 
elusive, costs are proving hard to contain and increasing regulation is impacting 
business models and economics. Technology is rapidly morphing from an 
expensive challenge into a potent enabler of both customer experience and 
effective operations. Market competition is increasing with new service providers 
emerging and non-traditional players challenging the established order by leading 
with customer-centric innovation. This market change has caused customers to 
demand ever higher levels of service and value. A report generated by PWC found 
that trust in banks and financial organisations is at an all-time low. [PwC Retail 
Banking 2020]

London has long been seen as the global centre for financial services and 
connected services. The ambiguity surrounding the legal, constitutional and 
practical consequences of Brexit along with impassioned debate remains highly 
relevant as the process continues. However, the Z/Yen Global Financial Services 
Index not only showed that post-Referendum London remained in first place, 
but that the gap between London and New York is wider than at any point in the 
Index’s history. Financial services organisations are however, having to reassess 
operational priorities to compensate for additional workloads caused by Brexit 
which adds further complexities to strategic plans. 

This transforming landscape is challenging financial organisations to develop a 
clear strategy for the future, which addresses whether they will lead the market, 
follow fast or manage defensively, putting off change. They need to create agility 
and optionality, to adapt to rapid change and future uncertainty.

Improve Productivity through Digital Transformation 

Financial service organisations are increasingly looking to digitally transform their 
operations by using new innovations to enable routes to market in an increasingly 
global marketplace which is placing similar demands on their services. Although 
trying to accelerate their business transformation, many are struggling to reach 
their full digital potential, due to balancing the need to transform with the absolute 
imperative to support their legacy IT environments. 

Financial services organisations need to drive innovation into their services, be 
industry thought leaders and provide service excellence to ensure they can gain 
and retain their competitive edge. It is essential that they are able to support both 
existing services and operations whilst simultaneously effectively managing the 
transformation to a new digital future. They must therefore be able to deliver 
traditional infrastructure services more effectively. 

Utilising the opportunities created by innovative technologies such as process 
automation, data acquisition, digital analysis and predictive technologies will 
enable financial organisations to enable faster and more efficient services  
through data driven insight. 

Modernising workloads by moving them to the cloud is part of the answer but it 
is critical that these applications are not simply migrated but also assessed for 
future viability and possible replacement/elimination. Many financial organisations 
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are running multiple legacy environments all addressing the same requirement in a 
different way. Wholesale consolidation and transformation is critical to bring this legacy 
challenge under control in terms of cost and supportability.

Protecting Customers and Increased Regulation

The post-crisis flood of regulations (MiFID II, PSD2, Basel III, GDPR) signalled a major 
mindset change for regulators. Today, not only are the rules much more complex, but 
regulators are more suspicious and less flexible in their demands to improve compliance, 
reporting and underlying business processes and data. Additionally, organisations have 
built a labyrinth of compliance processes as regulations have changed which creates 
high cost and poor customer experience. Regulators do not want organisations just to be 
correcting mistakes or simply ticking boxes. They want them to embrace regulatory intent, 
and create sound, secure, unbiased businesses, where regulatory compliance and sound 
conduct is embedded in the processes and values of everyday operations.

The emerging field of Regulatory Technology (RegTech) as a subset of FinTech, allows 
providers to streamline their regulatory compliance solutions and rapidly assure they 
are complying with enhanced transparency to customers and authorities alike. Regtech 
promises to provide enterprise oversight, map the regulatory regime into business 
operations, assures an institution is meeting compliance obligations whether its policies 
are distributed across all jurisdictions and lines of business and whether compliance 
processes are being executed effectively.

An Increasingly Competitive Landscape

Over the last decade, other sectors have seen technology disrupt their markets - 
communication, entertainment, transport and the reason has almost always been a 
combination of dramatically greater ease of use for the customer and a commercial 
proposition built around a deep user need.

Consumers demand more choice over the financial products and services they use,    
which need to be curated to fit their individual lifestyle. With a customer’s permission, AI 
and machine learning will be used to analyse their data, guide their choices, and anticipate 
the products they may require. This could mean that customers will be able to browse, 
select and buy travel insurance, for instance while queuing for their flight in a seamless, 
paperless process. Just as Netflix recommends the best choice for your next film, new 
Fintech challengers will be able to recommend the best choice for investments or loans, 
giving customers a smoother and more tailored experience.

As the drive to deliver market growth and remain competitive intensifies, financial services 
organisations face a rapidly changing business landscape whilst simultaneously being 
challenged to provide innovative services to their customers. 

Embracing Innovation and New Technologies

Innovation is core to the future of financial services embracing new technologies such as 
AI, process automation, smart data analytics and mobile technologies. Executives report 
that their main focus areas for innovation are customer interfaces and channels (57%), 
followed by customer need identification (53%), products (52%) and core platforms (52%) 
[PwC]. They will need agile product and technology development processes, to rapidly 
bring new products and innovative capabilities to market much quicker than today. This 
requires continual iteration, real-life pilot testing and rapid learning from customers. 

Organisations will need to foster new partnerships and create new ecosystems for 
innovation – ranging from technology start-ups to academic institutions, or even with 
non-bank players. The advent of Open Banking heralds a new era in which financial service 
providers will increasingly leverage the strength of their distribution networks and existing 
transactions infrastructure, while partnering with consumer friendly and data driven   
start-ups who can revolutionise the delivery of financial services themselves.

Accessing Digital Skills

Financial service organisations need a new type of talent and a new way of managing it. 
They need to attract people who think big, challenge the status quo and are obsessed with 
the customer, not the process. Organisations also need to enable them to succeed - these 
people need inspirational oversight and cultivation, not check-the-box management.

Organisations in the future will need to be able to mitigate the risk of IR35 determinations, 
reduce their staffing overheads and minimise attrition which significantly damages their 
business by flexing up and down with flexible, reliable, fit for purpose talent.



KEY SOLUTIONS FOR BANKING, 
FINANCIAL SERVICES
AND INSURANCE 

Fundamentally important to SCC for many years, our depth of 
experience, knowledge and sector insight has allowed us to 
develop a deep appreciation of the key challenges faced by our 
Financial Services customers. Applying this understanding to 
our broad portfolio of services and solutions, we have identified 
eight solution areas that can directly and positively address key 
challenges faced by the sector today.

THESE ARE:

Managed Print Document Services – Improved data management, 
accessibility and collaboration through document digitisation.

Managing Hybrid Workloads – Deploy and consume secure storage 
and cloud services to best suit the organisations workloads.

Transforming Workplaces – Deliver a secure, modern workplace to 
users which offers device and location flexibility.

Efficient Product Supply – Delivering best in class infrastructure 
services throughout their lifecycle to suit the organisation’s needs.

Software Asset Management – Increased compliance, predictable 
costs and control over software usage.

Protect and Secure – Predict, Prevent, Detect and Respond to Security 
threats with SCC’s Security Lifecycle approach.

Professional Services – Access to specialised skills to drive digital 
transformation and maximise value from technology investments.

Service Desk – Access to specialist support with traditional and next 
generation service desk options.



MANAGED PRINT DOCUMENT SERVICES 

As a major holder of sensitive information, financial services 
organisations are challenged to maintain the security of 
the data they hold about customers in whatever format it is 
stored, against a back drop of increased regulation and the                  
ever-growing threat of cyber-attacks and fraud. 

Using a managed document service can help in identifying new ways of working 
that take advantage of innovations in technology such as data analytics and digital 
analysis to enable financial services to transform their businesses, exploit new 
business opportunities and better protect their customers and their data. 

SCC’s Managed Print and Document Services provide innovative digital document 
management solutions including print rooms, archive scanning services, post 
rooms and creative design services, to help customers transform their back   
office processes to improve efficiency, streamline workflow and reduce costs. 

Managed Print Rooms

Our managed print room solutions enable organisations to remove the print 
management related burdens associated with a dispersed print environment 
and allows them to focus on what they do best and convey their messages more 
effectively. Through the deployment of specialist resources, our managed print 
room operatives work with Financial Services organisations to deliver digital 
transformation strategies which move away from paper-based processes             
and work flows.

Managed Post Room 

We provide managed post room services to help organisations improve the speed 
and agility of all departments within the business. Our processes are designed 
to minimise the processing time of inbound and outbound mail and improve the 
overall quality of communication. Our digital post rooms assist our customers 
in the transition to digital workflows and enable the adoption of more efficient 
working practices across the organisation. 

Secure Scanning Services

Secure record scanning services can assist Financial Services organisations 
to streamline workflows and improve operational processes through digitising 
paper-based records and documents. We deploy smart digital working methods 
and highly skilled resources to reduce overall print volumes and improve 
accessibility to important data. Upstream costs of physical filing are removed    
and comprehensive document and records management becomes more    
efficient and effective.  

Document digitisation allows data silos to be identified and eliminated which helps 
to create a complete, integrated, indexed view of all data held by an organisation. 
This is particularly important following changes to data protection laws  and for 
ensuring data security as digital versions of documents are more secure than 
paper versions and are protected against accidental destruction or damage. 

Storing digitised documents either on-premise or in an accredited secure hosted 
solution such as SCC’s secure cloud platform Cloud+ ensures the security and 
integrity of the data, documents and records. Moving to a cloud environment 
will increase the accessibility to information making it available from anywhere, 
at any time in a highly secure and controlled manner. The ability to access 
relevant information actively promotes a working environment that encourages 
collaboration and communication. 

Our managed print document services are fully managed by SCC, giving financial 
services organisations access to SCC’s specialist managed print resources, 
without the requirement for recruiting and retaining additional in-house skills.  

Benefits

• Creates a single view of all data throughout an organisation
• Increases accessibility to information including historic documentation
• Streamline workflows and processes 
• Increases the security of data and information
• Enables rationalisation of property assets  
• Positively supports sustainability agendas.



MANAGING HYBRID WORKLOADS 

Financial Services organisations are one of the largest holders 
of sensitive public information and secure data. The recent 
increase in cybercrime and data breaches, as well as increased 
regulation, are challenging organisations to secure their 
platforms and environments for their customer data and to 
minimise reputational risk. 

In addition to protecting the data and money of customers, financial services 
organisations are challenged to transform their business models in line with 
the ever-changing expectations of their current and target customers. As the 
market continues to grow with a proliferation of online competitors appearing,                 
this transformation is key to remain competitive. 

SCC is well positioned to help financial services organisations with these 
challenges as we own and manage three ISO27001 accredited Tier 3 data 
centres in the UK, operate our own private cloud environment, Cloud+, and a 
secure, government accredited cloud environment, Sentinel. We also have strong 
partnerships with hyperscale providers such as Microsoft Azure and Amazon 
Web Services, which allow us to offer our financial services customers a choice 
of hybrid cloud services to provide the most appropriate cloud solution for their 
infrastructure and workloads.  

Our Data Centres sit on a national fibre optic network Platform One. Platform 
One connects through our secure and resilient backbone into SCC’s cloud 
infrastructures and offers private connections into the hyperscale clouds   
provided by Microsoft and Amazon. 

Cloud+ 

SCC’s Cloud+ is a multi-tenanted cloud platform which offers secure customer 
segregation to guarantee the security of the sensitive data held by financial 
services organisations and ensure they are performing within data compliance 
regulations. It delivers a catalogue of cloud based compute and storage services 
to our financial services customers based on a consumption pricing model. This 
allows customers to host services in an enterprise data centre environment which 
provides resiliency at all levels of the infrastructure, without the large capital costs 
usually associated with such environments. Cloud+ provides rapid deployment 
of services and the ability to scale services alongside changing business 
requirements, including increased customer demand and peak service periods. 

As part of Cloud+, customers have the option on how many managed services they 
choose to take from us, including security services, server monitoring and server 
management and service desk management. A disaster recovery site is available 
if required and offers dual site 99.95% availability.

SCC Network Operations Centres in the UK, Romania and Vietnam offer proactive 
24x7 monitoring and management of the infrastructure, standardised across 
all environments, and has the tools and experience to migrate workloads                        
between platforms.  

Managed Colocation 

With many organisations faced with the challenge of supporting a legacy 
infrastructure which maintains business-critical infrastructure and applications, 
moving to a full cloud solution is not feasible without major infrastructure 
investment and risk of unplanned downtime. However, as more business services 
depend on IT infrastructure, the need to ensure that services are highly resilient, 
continually available, physically secure and fully supported is essential. 

SCC’s colocation solution gives financial service organisations the flexibility of 
owning their own infrastructure, but without having to provide the physical space, 
power and cooling capacity or in-house technical resource to keep it secure and 
functioning at its best. By hosting the hardware in SCC’s accredited data centres, 
customers receive tangible benefits by minimising running costs, avoiding the 
need for capital expenditure on infrastructure upgrades and enabling companies 
to explore the potential of technology innovations. 

SCC’s colocation service allows financial services businesses to benefit from the 
economies of scale that come from sharing power, cooling and data centre floor 
space with other tenants, whilst allowing each individual customer full control 
over their own equipment. SCC guarantees a secure and flexible colocation 
solution that is tailored to the unique requirements of the customers’ business 



which can include core, production, test and development, backup 
and disaster recovery. Whether organisations choose to outsource 
their entire IT infrastructure or retain ownership and management, 
SCC provides qualified staff, a secure environment, power, cooling                               
and data connectivity at an affordable monthly cost. 

Consultancy

Working alongside financial services organisations, SCC provide 
consultancy services based upon our extensive sector experience.       
We advise which workloads are best suited for a cloud environment      
or those that need to remain on a physical environment, to help deploy  
the optimum model for applications, security requirements and budget.  

Benefits  

• Customers can be transitioned to the service quickly,            
enabling rapid and secure consumption of cloud services  
with the support they need  

• The IT environment is more agile and scalable to future 
requirements  

• Effective workload provisioning is enabled and accelerated 
across multiple cloud environments

• SCC offers multiple levels of support from consultancy,         
simple support and maintenance to a full managed service

• Economies of scale with shared platforms and infrastructures 
• UK based and owned facilities 
• Guaranteed reliability and service uptime                                   

– ensuring 99.9% or 99.95% availability 
• PSN certified and conforms to key UK standards, including 

ISO9001, ISO27001 and Cyber Essentials Plus 
• Cost savings with consumption billing across multiple      

cloud environments.

PROTECT & SECURE

With high profile security breaches regularly 
making headlines coupled with an increase in 
data compliance regulations, Financial Services 
companies need to ensure that their customer’s 
data is secure. The increasing volume of cyber 
threats and attacks are challenging the sector 
to proactively identify vulnerabilities and deal 
with them immediately in order to mitigate any 
impact on customer data, company reputation                            
and financial standing. 

This increased threat is compounded by a shortage of skilled security 
resources, requiring the market to move towards a more cost effective, 
managed service model. To meet this trend in the market, SCC has 
developed an approach to security management of continuous 
improvement which enables financial service organisations to provide 
their users and customers with secure access to a compliant IT 
infrastructure that protects their data, the network, their applications 
and devices from both internal and external security breaches. 

Security Lifecycle 

Many IT security teams spend a large proportion of their time focused 
on the prevention of a security breach. Often responses are reactive 
rather than proactive with technology and processes that require 
continuous monitoring and remediation to remain secure. 

SCC offers a portfolio of consultancy and managed services to enable 
our financial services customers to release internal resources and 
to develop a security strategy which aligns to their risk management 
and business requirements. Our security lifecycle service is based on           
a continuous review and adaptation of technology and processes      
using a four stage model: Predict, Prevent, Respond and Detect. 

Predict

The Predict stage is a consultative approach where we work with our 
customers to assess and evaluate their current security position. This 
looks at people, processes, technologies and regulations to identify any 
security gaps and potential risks to the organisation.  

Prevent

Once we have identified potential issues with the current security 
strategy employed by an organisation and made recommendations for 
improvements, SCC works collaboratively with our customers to define, 
supply and implement the most appropriate solutions and services. 

As financial services organisations look to change their business 
models to reflect the desire to attract and retain customers in an 
increasingly competitive market, many of them are indirectly growing 
their attack surface. During this stage we provide security solutions 
that assure a customer’s base infrastructure security including cloud 
environments and on-premise infrastructure.  

Detect

The detect stage of the Security lifecycle provides customers with 
access to best in class threat detection services that help to address 
the fundamental challenges that organisations are experiencing with 
their security operations and potential breaches. 

SCC’s Cyber Security Service (CSS) is a managed security service 
delivered by a dedicated and experienced Security Operations Team. 
Using the most advanced tools and technologies to detect malicious 
activity, we can significantly reduce the time to detect and improve 
customers’ capabilities to stop potential attacks. Our CSS is powered 
by a next generation SIEM platform that integrates and consolidates 
information from different sources including the network, connected 
devices, infrastructure log correlation and threat intelligence feeds,       
to identify potential threats. 

Respond

Our Respond stage supports financial service organisations to prepare 
for and minimise the impact of a security breach by delivering incident 
response services and remediation tasks that provide our customers 
with the next level of protection and risk management. 

Benefits

• A service that can be tailored to the maturity level of an 
organisation’s security strategy

• Secures every aspect of the IT infrastructure including            
devices, software and networks

• Protects the organisations reputation whilst also                            
improving productivity

• Transforms their security approach from reactive to proactive
• Reduces the requirement for in-house security skills 
• Reduces the cost of security monitoring and risk assurance. 

SOFTWARE ASSET MANAGEMENT 

Demand on Financial Services organisations is 
growing with new and emerging threats constantly 
evolving. As these threats are becoming increasingly 
more complex and diverse, organisations need to 
release their limited resources to focus on core 
service delivery. Cost efficiencies are dependent on 
how agile and responsive organisations are, with 
new ways of working driving cost savings which              
can be reinvested into additional resources in         
front-line operations.



Software and applications are critical and costly components for the 
financial services sector. Organisations are fully reliant on their chosen 
software portfolio, with complex user and business requirements 
driving growth. Managing a disparate and diverse software estate is     
a complicated, time-consuming and expensive process. As software is 
becoming a critical element of business systems, the responsibility is 
firmly on licence holders to comply with the terms of their licenses.

This provides a challenge, as innovations in data analysis and digital 
documents continue to drive integration of the software estate into 
modern day financial services organisations. With widely varying 
commercial terms and complex pricing models, as well as additional 
complexity created by cloud-based services which offer consumption 
based licensing, a disproportionate amount of effort is required to 
manage the software estate. With software vendors able to audit their 
customers at any time with increasing frequency, non-compliancy 
could be an expensive issue for financial services organisations, when 
capacity and expertise to deploy a robust plan to effectively deal with 
an audit are limited. SCC works with organisations to implement a 
reliable software licensing and asset management process which 
allows resources to be released to focus on improving services.

Software Asset Management

Using SCC’s Software Asset Management (SAM) service, we work    
with organisations to evaluate their technology and licensing contracts, 
assessing software usage and identifying any issues and commercial 
risks. We can proactively manage the risk of non-compliancy, save 
money through effective use of licensing and streamline future 
renewals and procurements through the correct utilisation of the 
existing estate. Providing insight into their software estates puts 
organisations back in control and highlights rationalisation areas 
to provide savings and ensure compliance with both vendors                  
and legal regulations.

SCC’s SAM Maturity Assessment identifies any gaps in existing tools, 
policies, processes and governance to deliver control over software 
from requirement to retirement, with deliverables including a gap 
analysis, next step recommendations and priorities. The aim of the 
assessment is to determine risk and assess the potential impact on 
the organisation. A plan can then be documented which advises how           
to minimise risk, increase management and control and deliver value.

By identifying how software and applications are used, SCC can map 
this against the organisations’ license history to identify savings that 
can be made through license consolidation. We review market trends 
together with licence metrics and price changes to help our customers 
secure the right product, at the right time, under the right terms.

To ensure our financial services customers achieve optimum value 
from their software estates, we deliver clear management reports 
and recommendations for improving efficiency and mitigating risk.            
We also provide best in class tools to monitor and track usage 
effectively, ensuring compliancy with vendor licensing requirements, 
where noncompliance carries significant fines and reputational risk.

Benefits

• Increased use of applications encourages new ways 
of communicating and interacting with other financial                    
services organisations

• Visibility and control over software usage across                   
the complete estate

• Predictable software spend
• Implementing a common multi-agency software platform 

enables collaboration and cost certainty
• Reduced costs and enhanced commercials using               

SCC’s buying power
• Increased compliance, licence optimisation and control       

over rogue spending.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

The UK is facing a nationwide digital skills shortage, 
as technology innovations drive the requirement for 
more and more digital expertise, Financial Services 
organisations face being unable to take advantage 
of innovations such as IOT and Robotic Process 
Automation, due to an inability to attract and retain 
the resource required. 

SCC works with our financial services customers to provide 
professional services that compliment and augment your capability. 
We employ over 600 highly skilled professionals in the UK who are 
exclusively focused on delivering digital transformation solutions      
and projects to our customers. We also have immediate access to the 
contracting marketplace through our independent Flexible Resourcing 
service to source any more esoteric skillsets that may be required. 

With over 40 years’ experience delivering technology services, our 
highly skilled architects and consultants directly engage with our 
Financial Services customers, using our tried and trusted methodology, 
EUC Consult™, to rapidly transform their businesses with an approach 
and methodology designed to minimise risk and deliver their exact 
requirements. We provide the full spectrum of consultancy and 
implementation services from strategy definition, architecture 
and design, deployment and delivery programmes to support                      
the transformation objectives of our clients.  

Our key areas of engagement are: 

Transformation Solutions – We design digital transformation 
programmes for our Financial Services customers, co-authoring 
digital technology strategies and roadmaps, providing independent 
assessments of current environments, through to designing 
and deploying target operating models using our strategic                
consulting services. 

Transformation Delivery – Our highly experienced pool of project and 
programme managers deliver exceptional governance and control 
to transformation programmes, managing resources, schedules and 
risks efficiently and effectively to ensure that milestones and outcomes 
are delivered on time and to budget. We maintain a comprehensive 
Programme Management Office across all our contracted programmes 
of work to ensure a controlled and standard environment. 

Office 365 and Collaboration – We co-develop strategies, designs and 
delivery programmes for the deployment of Office 365 including unified 
communications strategies, using Skype for Business and Yammer, 
enterprise collaboration platforms through Teams, Sharepoint, 
OneDrive and Exchange deployments, and application integration 
using PowerApp and PowerBI technologies. We also design change 
programmes which encourage user adoption of new technologies. 

End User Computing – Our EUC Practice designs, delivers and 
manages digital workplaces for our customers that redesign their end 
user and mobility platforms to take advantage of Windows 10, modern 
application support services and enterprise management toolsets.            
We deliver large virtual desktop environments to customers and 
specialise in the delivery of Microsoft technologies, particularly 
Windows 10 transformations. 

Networking and Security – Utilising our network consulting practice 
and our network of partner organisations, we design, deploy and 
manage any networking requirement our customers have, whether it is 
focused on local areas, wide areas, mobile or wireless. We also provide 
robust SIEM services (Security Incident and Event Management) 
through our dedicated Network and Security Operations Centres 
including cyber maturity assessments, threat detection and rapid 
incident resolution. 

Enterprise Platforms – We can architect, design, plan, implement and 
manage complex enterprise solutions for storage, compute or business 
continuity. Our team has in-depth knowledge of key technology 



providers such as HP, DellEMC, IBM, HDS and NetApp. We architect, deliver, and 
migrate workloads to cloud environments – whether they are privately hosted, 
virtual private cloud or hybrid environments from hyperscale providers such        
as Azure or AWS.  

Technology Adoption – Our team of Technology Adoption experts combine 
in-house training and communication skills, with a deep understanding of 
transformational IT projects, to help our financial services customers’ users adopt 
new technology. Faster adoption by users delivers a ROI quicker and ensures the 
delivery of the customers anticipated performance improvements. 

Benefits

• Access to industry leading expertise for digital transformation           
strategies, architecture and deployment 

• Ability to access a variety of technical skillsets on a call off basis,     
when and where they are needed 

• Ability to provide ‘turn-key’ project teams for specific                              
engagements 

• Projects and ‘work packages’ delivered on an ‘outcome’                         
and fixed costs basis 

• Reliable, trusted programme management 
• Release resources to focus on delivering value to customers.

EFFICIENT PRODUCT SUPPLY 

Financial services organisations are constantly looking to 
improve their productivity and to reduce their cost base including 
the management of their estate of IT assets. Many organisations 
are struggling to take advantage of new ways of working and 
transform digitally because they cannot afford to refresh their 
estate, or the management of their IT supply chain is inefficient 
and complex.

In order to solve this challenge, SCC’s supply chain services have evolved over 
time to cater for the changes in technology, allowing us to deliver highly cost 
efficient and effective asset lifecycle services to our customers. SCC has provided 
asset lifecycle services to financial service organisations for over 40 years.

Device as a Service

Our Device as a Service (DVaaS) helps organisations simplify the way devices      
are bought, managed and refreshed. The solution gives control, flexibility and     
cost predictability by combining state-of-the-art devices with SCC’s expertise,        
in an all-inclusive managed solution under a single contract. The service provides 
a cost effective and simple way for customers to be equipped with the latest 
technology without any capital expenditure. 

It provides financial services organisations with a mutually agreed service 
catalogue of IT bundles, each with a clear charge per month (based on a fixed 
term). Once a bundle is selected it is configured with the customer specific     
device build and delivered to an individual user.  

During the agreement, SCC will provide full support for the equipment, including 
hardware maintenance (delivered by SCC engineers) and administration to 
answer any questions and queries. We will arrange collection of the equipment 
at the end of the term and the device will be securely wiped at our own in-house              
recycling facility.

SCC DVaaS is charged on a monthly per-seat basis, making the cost over the 
assets lifecycle predictable. It covers the complete lifecycle of an item of a device, 
from product selection through standard build and configuration, delivery, support 
and maintenance to collection and disposal, resulting in a more manageable total 
cost of ownership.

The service has been designed and developed, using SCC’s wealth of experience 
in delivering end user environments. Each stage of the solution is provided by our 
own in-house teams and managed by our experienced customer service team to 
ensure the highest levels of support throughout the service lifetime.



Supply Chain Services

SCC delivers added value to our customers by providing a comprehensive supply 
chain service. All services are delivered out of SCC’s secure National Distribution 
Centre located in Birmingham where our key supply chain activities such as 
Purchasing, Inventory Management, Secure Warehousing, Repair Centre and 
Recycling Services are based.

Our Lifecycle™ catalogue tool provides an integrated gateway through which 
organisations conduct transactions with SCC using a single web-based interface 
from the point of procurement to disposal. In addition, Lifecycle™ can be 
configured to the specific needs of customers and underpins our entire end-to-
end asset service to enable strict purchasing control whilst adhering to all data 
security and sustainability requirements.

Our Commissioning Centre provides value-added services from asset tagging 
to comprehensive commissioning for all devices, whether servers or laptops. 
SCC delivers efficiency combined with rapid delivery and significant throughput 
from commodity requirements through to high volume, large scale deployments. 
Our Distribution Centre securely stores, commissions and deploys to customers 
and SCC has the expertise to ensure an optimum logistics service that considers 
security, internal processes and efficiency to meet customer service levels. 

SCC’s Recycling Service delivers three secure services: refurbishment, 
remarketing and disposal. Refurbishing old equipment includes auditable, secure 
CESG-approved data sanitisation and diagnostic testing, all items packaged and 
stored securely until they are called off for redeployment. Remarketing manages 
the resale of redundant assets through multiple remarketing channels. Equipment 
is recycled in accordance to the WEEE Directive and is compliant with BATRRT at 
our CPNI-approved processing plant with certificates of recycling and destruction 
created for all managed assets. SCC ensure that relevant environmental standards 
are in place by adhering to a zero landfill policy.

SCC also offers an on-site service for secure data erasure in accordance to HMG 
IA5 standards and a CPNI/DIPCOG approved physical destruction service for most 
data-bearing mediums. The service always generates a certificate for auditing and 
security purposes.

SCC’s is compliant with many national and international accreditations including 
NCSC CPNI, ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO27001 and DIPCOG. SCC is also CAS(S) 
approved at the highest level making SCC the most accredited Information 
Technology Asset Disposition (ITAD) company in the UK.

Benefits

At SCC we are uniquely positioned to deliver asset lifecycle services. At every stage 
we use our own in-house capabilities which enables us to provide the level of 
assurance our customers expect. 

The benefits include:

• In-house capabilities to securely deliver a fully managed                        
asset lifecycle service

• Accredited to the highest level with Tier 1 manufacturers
• Own internal financing solution (Rigby Capital) to finance                       

asset lifecycles
• Dedicated warehouse and configuration centre capable                            

of processing over 450 devices per shift
• Employs UK-wide pool of field engineers 
• Refurbishment and Recycling Centre operates to the highest                 

government environmental regulations.

TRANSFORMING WORKPLACES 

The current economic climate requires companies to be agile 
and adapt to constant pressures and competition in their market 
sectors. Workplace transformation embraces the journey to 
achieving agility and is composed of technology, service and 
cultural building blocks. Workplace productivity is at the centre 
of this digital transformation, leveraging technology to manage 
costs, improve productivity and deliver a superior experience 
while accelerating the ability to drive a competitive edge. 



Maximising its full potential often requires significant change to 
existing operating models and processes to enable agility, flexibility, 
commoditised services, innovation and efficient delivery. Investing in 
modern workplace technology and processes is essential for financial 
services organisations to maintain business stability, growth and 
success. This investment significantly improves employee productivity 
by ensuring they have the appropriate tools and technologies to keep 
them connected to their workplace anywhere, at any time, using their 
chosen device. 

Nevertheless, this workplace transformation comes with significant 
challenges for business leaders: additional funding, technology 
and applications adoption, security and compliance, and training 
requirements. Enabling users to access their information and 
applications instantly, wherever they are, will help create a 
transformation in financial services organisations’ work culture that 
will continually improve their working processes by collaborating 
across the whole of their business.

Workplace Productivity 

The move to a modern, flexible workplace environment is a challenging 
and complex programme of work for all organisations. Many financial 
organisations still rely on legacy Windows technologies and spend a 
disproportionate amount of time firefighting existing services, leaving 
little opportunity to drive the workplace transformation that is clearly 
required to deal with the competitive landscape they face. 

Support of legacy environments is consuming both funding and effort 
that could be spent on transformation activities. The key question 
many organisations are asking is “how do we build a management 
environment that allows organisations to control access to corporate 
data but also allows a diverse estate of devices to be effectively 
managed, whether they are owned by users or the organisation?”

At SCC we have a proven track record of transforming our customers’ 
workplaces to address these challenges and enabling customers to 
provide an effective, modern working environment. 

With over forty years in delivering technology services, our highly 
skilled architects and consultants have directly engaged with 
customers to deliver solutions that transform their users’ experience. 
We design, test and deploy future workplace platforms that include 
unified communications strategies, enterprise collaboration platforms 
and application integration. We then design complementary technology 
adoption programmes that encourage user adoption of new 
technologies and processes.

Our Workplace Practice designs, delivers and manages digital 
workplaces for our customers that modernise their end-user and 
mobility platforms and take advantage of Microsoft’s innovations, 
modern application support services and enterprise management 
toolsets. We provide strategic advice, architecture and design, 
deployment and delivery programmes to support the transformation 
objectives of an organisation, and can deliver fully managed services to 
manage and support the future workplace, if required.

Microsoft Evergreen 

Microsoft’s approach to ensuring all their applications and operating 
systems are up to date signals a major change in how businesses 
have to manage and deploy future upgrades within their organisation. 
Organisations have to adopt a ‘DevOps’ approach to workplace 
management that focuses on a continuous design, develop, test and 
deploy cycle to ensure the user environment is safely patched and 
updated correctly. 

Using SCC’s deep experience and longstanding partnership with 
Microsoft, our Microsoft Lifecycle as a Service (MLaaS) provides a fully 
managed service for organisations to effectively maintain and securely 
manage the lifecycle of all their Microsoft environments. 

We manage all the necessary updates and upgrades to customer 
environments. Our managed services use Microsoft management 
platforms and has been fully integrated with the modern toolsets of 
Microsoft InTuneTM and AutopilotTM to allow new functions such as 
device auto-enrolment and predictive zero-touch management to be 
deployed.

We can design and configure the device images required by 
organisations for different user personae, test and manage the 
deployment of these to the estate, and maintain and update the 
operating systems and applications throughout their lifetime. In 
addition, SCC can provide comprehensive application packaging 
services for any non-Microsoft business applications to ensure they  
are fully maintained at their current versions. 

We can advise on appropriate strategies to effectively test the viability 
of each cumulative update that Microsoft issue, or can undertake the 
testing on behalf of organisations to ensure every update minimises 
the disruption to business operations. 

Benefits

SCC has been a Gold Certified and Competency Partner with Microsoft 
for many years. This reflects our deep expertise and strong business 
focus as trusted industry experts in Microsoft expertise that has been 
developed over many successful customer implementations.

Using SCC to design, deploy and manage your Microsoft environments 
means:

• World class professional services to design and deploy your 
future workplace

• Rapidly taking advantage of new Microsoft technologies
• Established, tested processes that assures the deployment   

of latest versions 
• Cost effective managed services to support the future      

workplace environment.

SERVICE DESK

Financial services organisations are challenged 
on a daily basis by their employees to deliver an 
improved service and resolve problems rapidly 
and permanently so that organisations can focus 
on their core objectives, rather than the day-to-day 
maintenance of their infrastructure.

Financial services organisations need strong support mechanisms 
in place, which can react quickly and scale in times of peak demand. 
SCC’s Service Desk blends modern technology with traditional services 
to ensure that our services align to the organisations objectives, culture 
and infrastructure.

With over 20 years’ experience of Service Desk delivery, SCC has a 
proven track record for delivering high quality, cost effective solutions 
for our clients. We provide ISO20000 and ISO270001 (Information 
Security) accredited best practices, through multi-channel, multilingual 
service desk solutions to the financial services sector. SCC’s Service 
Desk offering can be tailored to provide support for a blend of services. 
Customers can continue to handle contacts for specific use cases 
such as high security users while the remainder are routed to SCC.               
As financial services organisations wrestle with the challenge of 
moving to public cloud platforms, SCC is able to provide the consistency 
and continuity of an overarching support service, regardless of the 
particular type of cloud being adopted.

The SCC Service Desk is the single point of contact for users and 
therefore the perception of the service is often dependent on the quality 
of support they receive. Due to the nature of work of financial services 
users, IT failure or long resolution times could cause substantial risk 
to their revenues. This desire for faster services has established a 



trend for online self-service portals, messaging platforms and applications that are able 
to complete increasingly complex tasks without the need to interact directly with a human. 
SCC’s service desk can be contacted through multiple channels including:

• Telephone – Via a dedicated Service Desk number which allows SCC to report 
upon handling performance and route calls to skilled engineers.

• Virtual Agent – SCC’s Virtual Agent, TrinITy, can hold conversations with        
customers and is trained to resolve many IT issues.

• Portal – Access via the internet to the ServiceNow portal will allow users             
to log and track Incidents/Requests and provide access to self-help articles.

• Email – Via a dedicated customer Service Desk email address. Contacts are 
recognised in ServiceNow to allow intelligent routing and logging of requests.

• Chat – ServiceNow enables users to engage in ‘chat’ with a Service                  
Desk analyst.

• Other Social Media Integrations – Other social media platforms can be                
integrated to enable communication with the Service Desk.

SCC’s Virtual Agent, TrinITy

SCC’s virtual agent TrinITy, offers interactive support to users as an affordable alternative 
to a live agent, with access to instant and automated self-help services, underpinned by 
artificial intelligence to deliver faster, easier and more efficient support. TrinITy provides 
intelligent, automated chat-based conversations with a human touch, interactively guiding 
users to find answers to questions, helping users to self-diagnose and resolve their 
incidents. TrinITy has the ability to understand complex enquiries, clarify questions and 
personalise responses to the individual. TrinITy becomes more effective over time by 
learning from past interactions, to constantly optimise behaviour and improve the accuracy 
of responses.

TrinITy leverages our artificial intelligence technology by utilising a combination of machine 
learning and natural language understanding which enables TrinITy to be trained with 
industry specific knowledge and unique, context-specific, business data, allowing for faster 
service implementation and a bespoke virtual assistant.

Benefits

• Scalable to requirements, with the services charged on a consumption basis  
• Customers can be transitioned to the SCC service quickly, enabling rapid access 

to secure support services and cloud services
• Utilising industry leading tools and technological innovations to drive                 

continuous service improvement, through ongoing learning and knowledge                          
base development

• SCC can work with current infrastructure and toolsets or integrate our toolsets 
into the customer environment

• SCC offers multiple levels of support from consultancy to a full managed service
• Accredited to ISO 20000-1, ISO 9000 and ISO 270001 for Information Security.



CUSTOMER
TESTIMONIALS

“Our relationship with SCC spans over five years and during that time 
they have assisted us in transforming our key infrastructure to a 
modern, flexible and scalable platform. In our fast-paced industry, our 
IT is business critical and has to operate efficiently and consistently 
with zero downtime, SCC understands this and works with us tirelessly 
to optimise the operation of our key applications and business 
processes. They support us, they advise us and illustrate how new IT 
innovations may be pertinent to our business. They are more than a 
provider they are a deeply trusted strategic partner.”

MARK HARRIS     
Chief Information Officer Operations   
LV 

“

“Working with SCC has given us access to a range of technology 
services and industry experts that work with us to define and 
implement the solutions that are supporting our vision to build the best 
bank in Britain.”

ROY ASTON     
Chief Technology Officer    
Secure Trust Bank

“SCC have provided Price Forbes with a highly reliable, scalable and 
robust cloud based IT infrastructure. This gives us confidence not 
only in our day to day utilisation of IT but on our ambitions for digital 
transformation and the introduction of cutting edge technology to 
expand our business and services to our global client base.”

STEVE JOLLEY                                                                  
Chief Information Officer     
Price Forbes



CONTACT
commercialsector@scc.com


